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FROM  THE  DESK 
 
 

We all accept that safety and health of workers at work places should be 
maintained at a satisfactory level irrespective of the nature of place of work or the 
number of people exposed.  But, because of certain practical difficulties or due to absence 
of adequate concern on the part of key players, there are certain places of work, which are 
not being given sufficient attention.  These fall mostly in the unorganized sector.  In the 
organized sector also, there are places of work, which need to be closely monitored.  
Stone crushing units, which are spread almost all over India, fall in the category of these 
types of establishments, where safety and health management has so far been neglected.  
DGFASLI conducted a study on this aspect and prepared a report.  The cover feature is 
an abstract of this report. 

 
In spite of taking practicable measures in controlling working environment, there 

still remains a need for the use of personal protective equipment. This is particularly true 
in places of work such as stone crushing units.  The second article talks about the 
psychological barriers in the use of personal protective equipment and also how to 
overcome these. 

 
The Editorial Board will be happy to receive comments from the readers on 

articles published in the INDOSHNEWS for effecting improvement. 
 
 
 
 
 

( S.K. SAXENA) 
            EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
OCCUPATIONAL  ENVIRONMENT  OF 

STONE CRUSHER  WORKERS IN INDIA 
  

M.R. RAJPUT 
 
 
INTRODUCTION 

 
Gravel and stone concrete are  used  as one of 
the major raw materials in infrastructure sector 
for laying roads and construction of buildings, 
bridges, Railways  etc. Various grades and 
types of stone boulders are mined from stone 
quarries and are crushed in stone crusher units 
to produce the required size of stone concrete 
and powder throughout the  country. 
 
Stone crusher units are predominantly located 
in the states of Rajasthan, Uttar Pradesh, 
Haryana, Madhya Pradesh, Andhra Pradesh, 
Karnataka, Tamil Nadu, Kerala, etc.  These 
units are located mostly near  major cities  to 
cater to the growing demand of the city for 
stone chips. 

 
Apart from the  general physical discomfort 
due to adverse occupational safety and health 
conditions, the workers in these units 
encounter with several types of respiratory 
ailments.  Nature of work compels them to get 
exposed to silica dust which causes 
occupational diseases such as silicosis on 
prolonged exposure.  This paper deals with the 
Occupational  Environment of Stone Crusher 
Workers with regard to Silica Dust and Noise 
exposure. 

 
PROCESS OUTLINE 

 
The stone crushing process is labour intensive, 
right from getting the big size stone from the 
open cast mines. Most of these units are 
situated near the stone quarries due to easy 
availability of the raw material.  
 
Some of the stone crusher units are comprised 
of primary and secondary crushers. In these 
units, stone boulders  procured from quarries 
through lorries are fed to the raw material 
bunker directly by  tippling    the lorries. Stone  
 
 
 
 

 
 
boulders are first crushed in the primary 
crusher to make it to 2 to 4 inch size. These 
stones are stored in storage hopper and  
 
subsequently crushed in secondary crushers. 
After crushing in secondary crushers, the 
crushed material is sent to vibrator screen 
through conveyor and thereafter different sizes 
of stone concrete and powder are stored in 
separate stone hoppers.    

 
In small units  which have only secondary 
crushers, the big stones procured from stone 
quarries are first manually broken into 
required  size stones, varying from 10 to 40 
cms in length.   Majority of the workers in the 
unit are engaged in breaking the stones 
manually with the help of hammer. The stones 
are fed manually into the stone crusher where 
it is crushed and passed through a rotary 
screener for grading into different sizes of 
stone concrete, ranging from 0.25 to 1.5   
inches     Different grades of concrete and the 
powder, after crushing and screening are 
conveyed through open conveyer belts and 
heaped separately around the crusher. Over-
size stone pieces are  again fed to the crusher 
through the conveyor belts for re-crushing.        
   
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
    
Air-borne siliceous dust samples  at selected 
locations were collected  in selected crushing 
units.  Selection of the Units for the study was 
made keeping in view the type of process, 
control measures and size of the unit.   The 
samples were collected with the help of 
battery operated Personal Samplers on pre-
weighed and pre-conditioned 37 mm dia. 
Glass Fibre Filter Papers at a known rate of 
sampling, ranging from 2 to 3 lpm. After 
collection, the samples were analysed 
gravimetrically and the concentration was 
computed in milligram per cubic meter of air  
 
 
 
 



 
(mg/m3). The  free  silica concentration  in  the  
dust sample was determined using Talvite 
method. The  permissible level of exposure for 
siliceous dust was computed using the 
following  expression based on the silica 
content. 

 
TLV for silica dust: 
In terms of total dust        30___      mg/m3 
                                % quartz + 3       
Measurement of sound pressure levels were 
made at selected locations with the help of 
Sound Level Meter using A-weighting 
Network and Slow Response.  

 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 
Airborne siliceous dust and  noise  are the 
main health hazards observed in work 
place environment of stone crusher units.  
These are discussed  below: 

 
SILICA DUST  

    
The  air borne dust levels at different locations 
in stone crusher units located  in different 
States are furnished in Table -1.  As seen from 
the table, the average levels of dust near 
crushing, screening and near collection point 
in the Stone Crusher Units in Uttar Pradesh 
were found as 138, 130 and 120 mg/m3  
respectively.    There was very wide variation 
in the minimum and maximum concentrations 
observed in all these locations.  The lowest 
concentration observed was found near 
collection point as 2.8 mg/m3 and the highest 
concentration was found near crushing in one 
of the units as 421 mg/m3. 
 
In Rajasthan, average concentration of 
siliceous dust near crushing, screening  and 
collection point were found as 28.5, 60.2 and 
63.2 mg/m3 respectively  whereas the 
minimum and maximum  concentrations were 
found to range from 6.7 to 261 mg/m3. 
 
In Tamil Nadu, the concentration of silica dust 
near crusher and in general environment was 
found  as 101  and 38 mg/m3  respectively 
whereas the minimum concentration as  low as  
5 mg/m3 was found in general environment 
and the highest concentration of 263 mg/m3 
near crushing  was  found in one of the unit.  
Similarly in Kerala, the average concentration 
of silica dust near primary crusher,  near  

 
secondary crusher and product storage in 
integrated units were found as 19.5, 19.5  and 
9.5 mg/m3 respectively.  The minimum and 
maximum concentration were  found  to range 
from 3 to 40 mg/m3. The concentration in 
secondary crusher units near crusher and 
general environment were found as 11.1 and 
7.1 mg/m3 respectively.   

 
Stone  crushing  operation gives rise to a lot  
of  fine dust containing free silica in the range 
of 20-50%.   Inhalation  of siliceous dust for 
long periods may cause a  serious lung  
disease commonly known as silicosis.  Reports  
indicate that the risk of the disease increases 
with increased dust concentration and  
increased length of exposure.    In silicosis, 
dyspnea (breathlessness) is the most frequent   
symptom.  Many silicotics complain of cough, 
tightness in the chest  and pain.  Emphysema 
is at times a complication  among     advance 
cases of silicosis.  It is a notifiable disease 
under     the Factories Act, 1948.          
 
It is observed from the results that all these 
concentrations were very high when compared 
to the respective permissible level of 
exposures(PLEs).  The free silica levels in 
dust samples of stone crusher units in different 
States also varied from 19 to 78% depending 
upon the quality and geomarphological nature   
of the stones.  Accordingly, the permissible 
level of exposure as computed  from  
expression given under  Factories Amendment 
Act, 1987 based on the Silica content in the 
dust also varied as indicated in Table-2. 
 
Higher concentration of dust is attributed to 
the fact that there was no arrangement of 
control of dust emission in a large number of 
units.  Rotary screener in some of the units 
was partly covered while in some of the units 
it was not covered at all.  As most of the 
crushers    were    located    in  open air,   wind  
direction and speed also played a major role in 
dust dispersal in atmosphere.  It is therefore, 
suggested that  the  Rotary screener/vibrator 
should be covered  to the maximum extent 
possible so as to reduce the dust emission in 
the atmosphere. 
  
It was observed that the water spray on the 
stone boulders was being used just before 
feeding to the crusher in some of the units.  
Still the dust concentration has been found to 



be very high.  In some of the units, it was 
found that there was no provision of water 
spray in many units whereas in some of the 
units the water line for spray was provided .  
But the same was not functioning resulting in 
emission of high levels of dust.  It is therefore 
suggested that water spray arrangement should 
be provided in all the units wherever it does 
not exist and use of water spray should be 
made mandatory while stone crushing is in 
progress.  In the Stone crusher units where the 
water spray arrangement is already provided 
but not functioning, it is suggested that the 
same should be brought to working order and 
the water spray should be used during stone 
crushing. 
  
In some of the secondary stone crusher units, 
the vibrator screen  was provided whereas 
some of the units were provided with rotary 
screener but the same was  not covered  
resulting in emission of high dust cloud in the 
atmosphere.  As most of the secondary units 
were located in open air, wind direction and 
speed affect the dust dispersal in the 
atmosphere to a great extent.  It is therefore 
suggested that the vibrator screen and the 
rotary screener wherever installed should be 
enclosed to reduce the dust generation in the 
atmosphere.  

  
It was found that there was no culture of 
providing or using personal protective 
equipment in stone crusher units.  Sometime 
the workers used a cloth tying around their 
mouth for protection against inhalation of fine 
dust.  It is therefore suggested that the workers 
should be provided with suitable disposable 
type dust respirators for respiratory protection. 
 
As the workers' exposure to silica dust 
exceeded the permissible level in almost all 
the units, it is necessary that the workers 
employed in dusty areas are medically 
examined at regular intervals.  It was observed 
that very few workers in these units were 
employed as regular workers and most of the 
workers were engaged on contract basis  and 
they did not  necessarily remain employed in 
the same units.  Therefore, in such condition, 
the medical study could not be conducted.  
However, the possibility of potential siliceous 
cases among the workers cannot be ruled out 
but it cannot be authenticated in the absence   
 
 

of any medical study.  It is suggested that the 
workers as far as practicable should be 
employed on regular basis and the periodic 
medical examination of workers particularly 
lung function test and chest x-ray etc. should 
be carried out at regular intervals and the 
records of such examinations should be 
properly maintained.  

 
NOISE 
 
The sound pressure levels as measured in 
various stone crusher units in different States 
are furnished in Table-3 .  It is seen from the 
table that the sound pressure level near 
primary jaw crusher, secondary jaw crusher 
and screening operation ranged from 90 dBA 
to 110 dBA whereas the sound levels near 
collection point was found from 82 to 95 dBA.   
 
The sound pressure levels in the same location 
in stone crusher units in Rajasthan State  were 
found to range from 90 to 101 dBA whereas 
the sound level near collection point was 
found to range from 87 to 91 dBA.  The sound 
level near crusher in Stone crusher units in 
Tamil Nadu was found to range from 90.6 to 
99 dBA. 
 
Sound pressure levels near crusher in stone 
crusher units in Kerala were found to range 
from 92.6 to 105 dBA.  All these figures 
indicate that the sound levels in almost all the 
stone crusher units located in all the States 
were found to be quite high as compared to the 
PLE for noise for 8 hours i.e. 90 dBA.  This 
resulted in excessive exposure of workers 
working in these units which is unsafe 
condition.  The high noise levels  generated in 
stone crushing and screening operations due to 
hard nature of the stones and impact and 
vibration of jaw crushers, high sound levels 
near screening are attributed to fall  and 
impact of stone pieces on metallic surface of 
screens.  Further, vibration of the screener and 
the continuous impact of metallic surface 
created high resonance  sound to which 
workers are exposed. 
 
In some of the secondary units in Kerala, it 
was found that the platform which was meant 
for the workers to stand and push the stone 
into feeding hopper was supported on the 
crusher itself leading to lot of vibration in 
crushers and platform  which aggravated the 
sound level. 



 
 
 
The workers were found working without any 
ear protection in almost all the units in most of 
the States. The following measures are 
suggested for reduction and control of sound 
levels and protection of workers from high 
noise. 
 

1. The foundation of the crusher should 
be made solid enough to prevent   
vibration, etc. 

 
2. Platform provided with the crusher 

should be properly supported on the 
ground. 

 
3. The workers engaged near crusher 

should be provided with suitable ear 
plug and its use should be effectively 
implemented to avoid  exposure to 
high noise. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
4. Workers engaged in noisy area should be 

subjected to periodic audio metric 
examinations and its record should be 
maintained so as to detect the hearing 
loss, if any, in workers at an early stage. 

 
 
CONCLUSION 
 
Based on the  observations made during the 
study and  & discussions, it  may be concluded 
that the environmental conditions in stone 
crusher units in the country are not congenial.  
The workers engaged in these units encounter 
with substantial exposure to siliceous dust and 
noise which may lead to manifestation of 
various occupational diseases in the long run. 
Remedial and control measures as suggested   
if implemented properly,  can  improve the 
environmental conditions to a considerable  
extent.   Proper maintenance of Plant, good 
work practices, health and hygiene conditions,  
proper medical care and housekeeping ,etc. are 
also to be improved in Stone Crusher  Units. 
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TABLE – 1 
 

AIRBORNE DUST LEVELS AT DIFFERENT LOCATIONS 
IN STONE CRUSHER UNITS 

 
STATE   LOCATION                   CONCENTRATION (mg/m3)     PLE 
                                                                    Min.         Max.       Average      (mg/m3) 
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
UTTAR PRADESH 
                                                                                                       
  1.  Near crushing  5.0      421          138   0.42 
 
  2.  Near screening  5.0            300          130           0.42 
 
  3.  Near collection point         2.8            322           120           0.42 
  
___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
RAJASTHAN 

1.  Near crushing  11.5      147          28.5    0.38 
 
  2.  Near screening  6.7           160            60.2          0.38 
 
  3.  Near collection point        24.7           261            63.2          0.38 
__________________________________________________________________________ 
 
TAMIL NADU 

1.  Near crushing  21           263  101    0.85 
 
2.  General Environment   5             95               38           0.85 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
 
KERALA    A)   INTEGRATED UNITS 
  1.  Near Primary crusher   5.2     32.5            19.5     1.2 
   
  2.  Near Secondary crusher      6.5          40.0  19.5     1.2 
 
  3.  Near Product Storage          3.0          32.6             9.5           1.2 
 
          B)  SECONDARY CRUSHER UNITS 
  1.   Near crusher                       2.2           22              11.1          1.4 
 
                        2.   General Environment         2.0           14               7.1           1.4 
______________________________________________________________________ 

 
 

 



  TABLE-2 
 

     LEVEL OF FREE SILICA AND ITS PERMISSIBLE  
LEVEL OF EXPOSURE IN DUST SAMPLES 

  
 

STATE 
 

FREE  SILICA(%) 
RANGE          AVERAGE 

PLE* 
( mg/m3) 

 
Uttar Pradesh 
 
Rajasthan 
 
Tamil Nadu 
 
Kerala 
 
(A) Integrated Units 
 
(B) Secondary Units 
 

 
 54 –78                  68.4 

 
 74 –78                   76 

 
                    32 

 
 
 

                     22 
 

                     19 
 
  

 
0.42 

 
0.38 

 
0.85 

 
 
 

1.2 
 

1.4 

 
 

*Derived from the expression                30          
     PLE for total dust                          =  ------------- mg/m3        

                                  % quartz+3 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



TABLE –3 
 

SOUND PRESSURE LEVELS AT VARIOUS LOCATIONS  
IN STONE CRUSHER UNITS 

___________________________________________________________________________ 
STATE   LOCATION                             SOUND  LEVEL(dBA)  
                    Min.       Max.      
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
UTTAR  PRADESH  
 
  1. Near Primary jaw crusher   92                104    (54)               
  2. Near Secondary jaw crusher     90        103    (42)   
  3. Near screening operation   90        110    (83)  
  4. Near collection point    82          95    (54)  
               No. of units covered - 22 
______________________________________________________________________________ 
RAJASTHAN 

1. Near Primary jaw crusher   91                96    (13)  
  2. Near Secondary jaw crusher        90        95    (13)  
  3. Near screening operation   96        101  (13)  
  4. Near collection point    87        91    (13)  
               No. of units covered – 4 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
TAMIL NADU 
  1. Near crusher     90.6       99    (45)  
              No. of units covered – 10 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
KERALA   A) INTEGRATED UNITS 
 
  1.         Near primary crusher    93.5    105    (12)  
  2. Near secondary crusher    92.6      98    (10)   
                  
        B) SECONDARY CRUSHER UNITS 
   
  1. Near crusher     93.4     104 (24)   
  2. 5 ft. away from crusher    91             97     (24)   
 
   No. of units covered  -  5 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 

i) Figures in brackets indicate no. of measurements taken 
ii) PLE for noise  for 8 hours exposure - 90 dBA 

   
 
M.R.Rajput 
Deputy Director(IH) 
Regional Labour Institute, 
DGFASLI,Chennai 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

MOTIVATING  EMPLOYEES  FOR  USE  OF 
PERSONAL  PROTECTIVE  EQUIPMENT 

 
A.K.DUBEY 

 
 

To prevent accident and ill health by 
controlling safety and health hazard, 
engineering measures are employed.  These 
are complemented by provisioning of Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE).  The PPEs act as 
interface between the hazard and the user, 
thereby offering him the required protection. 
 
However, merely providing PPEs to 
Employees does not serve the purpose.  
Experience has shown that a large number of 
employees in organisations do not use PPEs 
for variety of reasons (ranging from personal 
discomfort to disliking etc.).  Experience again 
has shown that coercing employees into 
wearing PPEs has hardly proved to be of any 
avail.  People seem to be obeying you when 
you are there.  Once you are away from the 
scene, the whole thing gets back to square one.  
It is therefore evident that a different approach 
has to be made - that which motivates people 
to using PPE, even when you are not breathing 
at their necks. 
 
This calls for a deeper insight into the problem 
of non-use of PPEs - looking for the reasons 
for the same rather than brushing aside the 
whole thing blaming it on the wrong attitude 
of employees. 
47 
Over the years a lot of interaction has been 
made with  the participants of various training 
programmes on health and safety at the 
Central Labour Institute to elicit their 
responses on this matter.  The views expressed 
by them suggest the following reasons for the 
non-use of the PPEs by employees. 
 
1. Lack of knowledge/information about the 

nature of hazard, the risk involved in non-
use  of PPEs, how and why to use the 
PPEs, etc. 

2.  Over confidence. 

3. Negligence to safety precautions. 
4. Employees feel they look funny wearing 

PPEs. 

5. Perception that their efficiency goes down 
by using PPE resulting in lower 
production and thus lower earning. 

6. Perception that using PPE is really not 
necessary, it is only a burden. 

7. Personal discomfort in using the PPEs.  
 
Let us analyse these in detail. 
 
THE LACK OF KNOWLEDGE 
 
In majority of the cases, lack of knowledge on 
the part of the employees is the reason for 
their unsafe behaviour i.e. non-use of PPEs.  
People may not be fully aware of the hazards 
they are exposed to, as also what will be the 
consequences of non-use of PPEs while 
working with such hazards.   It is thus a 
common sight, to see people  working in many 
chemical plants and at various construction 
sites, where the air is contaminated by  
chemical and other types of fine dust ,simply 
covering their noses with a piece of cloth as if 
to prevent the dust from being inhaled.  These 
people have a false sense of protection.   The 
reality is that these fine dust particles get 
inhaled through cloth and cause damage to the 
respiratory system.  Similarly it is not 
uncommon to observe the workers in a 
small/medium sized chemical unit  cleaning 
their hands with Benzene which is an excellent 
solvent and thereafter washing hands with 
soap before taking their meals.   Apparently 
these people are hygiene conscious.  However, 
the poor guys do not know that they are slow 
poisoning themselves by cleaning the hands 
with benzene which gets absorbed through 
their skin and mixes with their blood stream 
and after about 12 – 15 years may cause 
cancer. 

 
 
These are clear cases of unsafe behaviour of 
employees because of their not being aware or 
being only partly aware of the hazards they are 
working with.  If  they had known the risk 
potential,    they    would   have  used  the 



rightprotection.  The remedy, therefore, lies in 
training people on the nature of hazards 
involved in their work, the risk involved by 
not using the PPEs, the safe working 
procedure, how and why to use the PPEs etc. 

 
For the training programme to be effective, the 
contents should address the hazards, their risk  
potential and the P.P E.s.  specific to the jobs 
of the trainees. The inputs are  to be put across 
effectively so that the desired learning takes 
place. The learner’s motivation plays a vital 
role in this. Keeping this in mind, the 
programme should rely largely on the 
Demonstration Technique and should provide 
for the opportunities to the participants to 
practice the use of the PPEs as demonstrated 
to them. Further, case studies on consequences 
of  non use of PPEs may be instituted for 
discussion in  small  groups of trainees .This 
results in their active participation involving 
them in analysing the problem to identify the 
reasons and to suggest remedial measures. 
Since all this is done by them, there is no 
feeling of imposition of solutions on them. 
Instead, there is ownership for the suggestions 
made and so the commitment for their 
implementation.  Another advantage is the 
attitude modification as a result of exchange of 
views during discussion with peers.   A 
variation of the case study  is showing a film 
to the trainees and then discussing the same in 
small groups.  This has still better impact as 
the trainees see things happening rather than 
reading and visualising.   

 
OVER CONFIDENCE , NEGLIGENCE 
 
In quite many cases, it is seen that the 
employees show utter disregard to the safety 
precautions and the use of PPEs as over the 
years they have grown overconfident working 
in unsafe manner and avoiding use of PPEs ,-
“Nothing has happened to me in so many 
years and so what can happen now?  All  these  
safety precautions are useless. I am not going 
to wear these damn things”. Sort of  sense of “ 
bravery” preoccupies him in exhibiting such a 
behaviour. The poor guy doesn’t know how 
much misplaced is this  belief . It is sheer luck 
that nothing has so far happened to him. But 
any thing can happen  at anytime if he 
continues working in unsafe ways. Such 
people are to be counselled so as to make them 
realise what they are doing is wrong and 
putting them at high risk. Here the 

supervisor’s skill of interaction comes into 
play. Listening, patience and sincerity are the 
keywords. By listening only you will be able 
to know “why” he holds the views that he 
does. This will enable you to frame 
appropriate questions thereby making him 
recognise his mistaken belief and appreciate 
the need to change to safe ways of working. 
 
Listening to him will also let you know “how” 
and “when” he started working in unsafe 
manner neglecting safety precautions. Usually 
it starts with the employee experimenting with 
resorting to shortcuts taking “calculated risk”. 
Emerging unscathed, he gains in confidence. 
Further repetitions only serve as 
reinforcements culminating into “negligence” 
for safety. Which brings us to the point that 
his experimentations have gone unnoticed and 
thus uninterrupted by the supervisor. 
Whatever the reasons , no communication 
sends the signals of acceptance of his 
behaviour or at least that of nothing wrong 
with it. Any corrections sought later would 
therefore be resisted. As such the supervisor 
has to be watchful of  employee’s actions  and 
take corrective measures as soon as  he notices  
his  unsafe  act . If not done,  this “bravado” is 
very likely to affect the mindset of other 
employees. 

 
Appraise performance. Tell/Show him the 
ways to improve. 

 
LOOKING FUNNY WEARING PPES    
 
Many a jobs require special PPEs to be  worn 
which , as perceived by the employee, make 
him look funny . This along with   the fear   of  
 
being ridiculed  by other employees makes 
him avoid using such PPEs although he is very 
much aware of the safety aspect. There is thus 
an internal conflict within him-- concern for 
his safety urges him to wear the required PPEs 
whereas the other considerations as above 
induce him do the opposite. He thus vacillates 
between these two diametrically opposite 
choices. A timely intervention (counselling) 
from supervisor is very much needed lest he 
succumbs to the unsafe choice should the pull 
in its direction proves stronger at any point of 
time. 
 
 
 



 
PERCEIVED LOWERING OF 
EFFICIENCY BY USING PPES 
 
Then there is this feeling amongst employees 
that their efficiency goes down by using PPEs 
resulting in lower production and thus lower 
earning. This again calls for supervisor’s 
effective interaction with such employees 
convincing them it is not wise to go for little 
monetary considerations by putting 
themselves at high risk not using PPEs.  
 
PERCEPTION THAT USING PPE IS 
REALLY NOT NECESSARY, IT IS ONLY 
A BURDEN. 
 
This sort of feeling creeps in the minds of 
employees when they see incongruence 
between the safety messages given to them 
and the behaviour exhibited by those 
preaching such sermons. Thus it could be that 
the supervisor preaches use of headgear and 
safety glasses for head and eye protection in a 
particular area , whereas he himself  may be 
seen doing contrary to his own instructions. 
 
So it is ,Do as I say vs Do as I do.   

 
Naturally ‘It is Do as I do that wins because 
Actions speak louder than words.’ It is 
therefore of paramount importance that one 
models the behaviour  that he expects from 
others. 
 
 
PERSONAL DISCOMFORT IN USING 
THE PPES 
   
Anything foreign to the body produces 
discomfort. As such PPEs when put on 
produce  similar feeling. However, with 
passage of time one gets used to it. During the 
initial days, the supervisor has therefore to be 
perseverant with the employees for their using 
the PPEs. 
 
There could be instances of genuine 
discomfort  to the employee because of poorly 
fitting PPEs like tight/loose protective 
clothing, tight/loose eye-glass frames etc. 
These defects can be easily corrected and 
therefore MUST be attended to. 
 
Poor maintenance of PPEs could at times be 
the reason of discomfort-- a dust-mask if not 

maintained well can get choked and make it 
difficult to breathe-in. Proper attention has 
therefore to be  paid to the maintenance of the 
PPEs. 
 
Wearing PPEs constantly under extreme 
temperature conditions -- e.g. working at 
furnace in summer days wearing overall -- 
could be highly discomfortable to the 
employee. Providing rest breaks/substitute 
employee could be thought of as a remedy 
measure. 
 
As far as possible, PPEs should be issued to 
employees on individual basis as they may not 
like to use others’ PPEs. This is good from  
hygiene point of view also. 
 
SOME OTHER POINTS TO BE 
REMEMBERED FOR  MOTIVATION. 
 
i) People resist change for various 

reasons-- they have been working in a 
particular way for years, they are 
fearful whether they will be able to 
learn the new ways of working , they 
are apprehensive of the loss of earning 
as a result of change, etc. As such any 
procedural/technological change 
requiring employees to change their 
ways of  working (including change of 
PPEs to be used) must first be 
discussed with the concerned persons 
so as to remove their fears and to 
accommodate their suggestions to the 
extent possible in order to ensure their 
acceptance of the change.  

 

Notify change 

 
ii) People should be encouraged not 

to hide their mistakes/deficiencies. 
This requires an environment of 
openness wherein people feel no 
inhibition to come out open with 
their shortcomings with earnest 
desire to correct things. 

 
iii) Everyone  wishes  to  be  held  in 

high  esteem. Recognising this 
need, a good supervisor  therefore 
identifies the latent potential of 
each employee and makes the best 
use of his abilities not tapped 
during his routine work. 



 
iv) Last but not the least, the safe 

behaviour of an employee MUST 
be recognised and praised in 
public. This not only encourages 
him but also motivates others to 
follow  suit. 

 
To  summarise  the whole thing, the supervisor 
should: 

        
Hear                                                                                  
Understand           LISTEN   
Model the Beh. (practice what you preach)                                             
Appraise performance 

 Notify change                                                                    
 
 
 
 
Shri A.K.Dubey 
Director ( Staff Training) 
Central Labour Institute, DGFASLI, 
Sion, Mumbai.400022 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
T rain people  
O pennes 
U se abilities  
C ounsel,consult,convince 
H onour (recognise) good work 
 
 
You got it right.  Motivating   people is all about 
applying HUMAN TOUCH with patience and 
sincerity .   
                                        

 
             
 
 
  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



SAFETY AUDIT IN PULP & PAPER 
INDUSTRY 
 
This Safety Audit was carried out by 
Regional Labour Institute, Kanpur  on 
the request of the management of a Pulp 
& Paper Industry. 
 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
The Safety Audit was carried out with an 
objective to identify and assess the 
hazard to the health and safety of 
employees of the plant, life and property 
around the plant and to suggest control 
measures.   
 
OBSERVATIONS 
 
The observations regarding safety and 
health conditions and system in the plant 
have been categorized into technical 
control measures and management 
organization for safety and health. 
Observations were made and 
recommendations were recorded in the 
storage  area of wood/eucalyptus, 
Chlorine tonner,  Sulphuric  acid, 
Hydrochloric acid, Chlorine dioxide, 
L.P.G cylinder battery along with 
process area of Chlorine Vapouriser, 
Chemical recovery process, Chiller 
Plant, D.M.Plant, Work permit system, 
Lifting Tackles and Machines, House 
Keeping,  Electrical and  Operating 
Procedures in Pulp & Paper industry. 
 
RECOMMENDATIONS 
 
There were 102 recommendations. Some of 
the areas where recommendations were 
made are: 
 

1. Health & Safety Policy 
 

2. Safety & Health Organisation 
 

3. Accident Reporting, Investigation & 
Analysis 

 
 
 

4. Safety Inspections 
 

5. Safety Education & Training 
 

6. Safety Communication/Motivation/ 
Promotion 

 
7. House Keeping 

 
8. Illumination 

 
9. Hazard Identification & Control 

 
10. Safe Operating Procedures 

 
11. Work Permit System 

 
12. Waste Disposal System 

 
13. Personal Protective Equipment 

 
14. Fire Protection 

 
15. Emergency Preparedness 

 
16. Electrical Safety 

 
17. Pressure Vessels 

 
18. Lifting Machinery & Tackles 

 
19. Material Handling 

 
20. Tank Storage Vessel Area 

 
21. Gas Cylinder Storage Area 

 
 
ENVIRONMENTAL STUDY IN A 
CHEMICAL PLANT  
 
Study of environmental  conditions in a 
chemical plant at  Hyderabad  was 
conducted by Regional Labour Institute, 
Chennai. 
 
OBJECTIVE 
 
The  objective of the study was  to assess 
the concentration of airborne 
contaminants at different work locations  



 
 
to evaluate  the workers’ exposure and to 
suggest remedial control measures 
wherever necessary to improve the 
environmental conditions. 
 
 
OBSERVATIONS 
 
The factory was using various toxic, 
flammable and corrosive chemicals. The 
results indicated that the concentration of 
Ammonia near  Effluent Pit was found 
marginally lower than the PLE of Ammonia. 
Concentration of Toluene in washing stage 
in Salt Drying Room while washing with hot 
water was found exceeding the PLE for 
Toluene. 
 
Airborne concentration of Methanol in 
centrifuge room was found well within the 
PLE.  Concentration of Ibuprofen Dust in 
Powder Processing Areas was found quite 
high as compared to its adopted PLE.  Level 
of airborne Carbon dust in carbon treatment 
area also exceeded the PLE. 
 
REMEDIAL MEASURES 
 
Some of the important remedial control 
measures suggested are given below: 
 

1. Recommendations were made to 
stop the leakage of ammoniacal 
water in effluent pump by regular  
replacement of damaged glands and 
seals and proper maintenance of 
pump. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

2. Remedial measures such as covering 
the gap between hood and the 
washing tanks with rubber sheets, 
shifting of exhaust fan at ground 
level and closing of window panes 
were suggested for  the  effective 
functioning of the local exhaust 
system . 

 
3. Modification of filling system was 

suggested to prevent the spillages of 
liquor on the floor and to prevent 
the emission of pungent fumes. 

 
4. Measures such as display of 

cautionary notice board and regular 
work environment monitoring were 
suggested. 

 
5. Remedial measures suggested to 

control the dust included 
provision of properly designed 
hood near the upper manhole of 
the blender, mechanization of 
loading of powder bags, use of 
disposable type dust masks by 
the workers etc. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
On 2nd January 2002, a worker was going on 
a bicycle towards the wharf in a Port  at 3.30 
pm.  At the turning point , a lorry dashed the 
worker resulting in serious injuries to him.  
He was immediately taken to a hospital for 
treatment where he succumbed to his 
injuries on the same day. 
 
The Investigation Officer made the 
following observations: 
 

1. The worker met with the accident 
and succumbed to it due to getting 
dashed at the rear wheel of the lorry.  

 
2. The accident happened because the 

driver of the lorry and the worker 
himself were unmindful at the point 
of accident and the lorry driver was 
driving at high speed. 

 
 
On 26.10.2001, at  about  17.45 hours, four 
logs having computed weight of around 14.9 
T were being discharged on to the platform 
of a trailer. After unloading of logs on to the 
trailer, side stone supports were given to the 
logs on either sides. The worker who was 
standing at rear end of the trailer got jumped 
and moved on the log to open rear side sling  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
on the trailer.  Just after unslinging he was 
back on the log, which rolled down on to the 
wharf along with the worker. 
 
Due to imbalance caused by the rolled down 
logs on to the wharf, the other end which 
was in slunged condition, got displaced and 
resulted in shifting of the remaining 3 logs 
to one side on the trailer leading to raise in 
platform of the trailer at the other side by 2 
feet. Finally, all the logs fell instantaneously 
on the worker and he was caught in between 
the logs resulting in a fatal accident. 
 
The Investigation Officer made the 
following findings: 
 
The logs were loaded on to the trailer with 
the smaller logs on bottom side and bigger 
logs on the top; this would have made the 
logs as an  unstable stack. 
 
Also one of the logs was irregular in shape-  
bent in the middle portion; this could have 
also made the logs as an unstable stack. 
 
No stanchions were provided on the trailer. 
 
The employer had contravened provisions of 
Regulation 57(4),116(3) and 117. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
ONE MONTH CERTIFICATE 
COURSE IN SAFETY & HEALTH 
FOR SUPERVISORY PERSONNEL 
WORKING IN HAZARDOUS 
PROCESS 
 
COURSE PERSPECTIVE 
 
Section 41C(b) of the Factories Act 1948 as 
amended in 1987 imposed specific 
responsibilities on the occupier in relation to 
hazardous processes which states that every 
occupier of the factory involving any 
hazardous process shall appoint persons who 
possess qualification and experience in 
handling hazardous substances and are 
competent to supervise such handling within 
the factory and the Chief Inspector may 
require the supervisor to undergo training in 
Health & Safety. 
 
Realising the need of the course, this one  
month Certificate Course has been started at 
Central Labour Institute, Mumbai to provide 
an opportunity to gain  insight of safe 
system and procedures.  After this course, 
the participants will be able to 
discuss/identify and their control hazards 
that will result in great degree of risk 
reduction. 
 
METHODOLOGY & COURSE 
CONTENTS 
 
The course will be conducted through 
lectures, discussions, case studies, 
laboratory exercise, relevant film show 
and factory visit.  The participants are 
required to prepare a report on the  
factory visit as a requirement under the 
syllabus. On completion of the course, 
attendees will be able to answer 
questions on the following topics during 
certification examination. 
 

• Statutory Provision 
 

• Basic Principles of  Accident 
Prevention 

 
 
 
 

 
• Techniques of Identification of 

Hazards 
 

• Control Techniques 
 

• Chemical Hazards & Specific 
Control Measures 

 
• Fire & Explosion Hazards 

 
• Health Hazards due to Chemical 

exposures 
 

• Chemical Emergency Preparedness 
 

• Motivation, Communication & 
Appraisal for Safety & Health 

 
FACULTY 
 
The faculty consist of experts from various 
disciplines of the Institute, specialists from 
industries, different institutions and 
government departments. 
 
 
QUALIFICATION FOR ADMISSION 
 

1. A Bachelor’s degree with 
chemistry or Diploma in 
Chemical Engineering or 
Technology with not less than 5 
years experience. 

 
2. A Post graduate degree  in 

chemistry or a Bachelors Degree in 
Chemical Engineering or 
Technology with not less than two 
years experience. 

 
 
 
DURATION: One month 
 
Conducted by: 
 
Staff Training Division 
Central Labour Institute, 
Sion, Mumbai.400022 
 
 
 
 



INTERNATIONAL OCCUPATIONAL SAFETY AND HEALTH INFORMATION 
CENTRE (CIS) 

 
 
 

CIS (from the French name, Centre 
international d’Information de securite et 
d’hygiene du travail)  i.e. International 
Occupational Safety and Health Information 
Centre, is a part of the International Labour 
Office, Geneva, Switzerland.  The mission 
of CIS is to collect world literature that can 
contribute to the prevention of occupational 
hazards and to disseminate this information 
at an international level.  CIS imparts to its 
users the most comprehensive and up-to-
date information in the field of Occupational 
safety and health.  The work of CIS is 
supported by a worldwide Safety and Health 
information exchange network which 
includes over 91 affiliated National Centres 
and 38 CIS collaborating Centres.  Central 
Labour Institute, Mumbai has been 
designated as the CIS National Centre of 
India. 
 
CIS can offer you rapid access to 
comprehensive information on occupational 
safety and health through: 
 
-  Microfiches on original documents 
    abstracted in CIS DOC (CISILO) 
 
-  ILO CIS Bulletin “Safety and Health 
   at Work” 
 
-  Annual and 5-year indexes 
 
-  The CIS Thesaurus 
 
-  The list of periodicals abstracted by 
   CIS 
 
EXCERPT FROM CIS DOC 
 
Title: Silica, Silicosis, and lung cancer. A 
response to a recent working group 
report. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
CIS ACCESSION NUMBER 
CIS 01-1459 
 
ABSTRACT 
 
On the basis of numerous studies on 
crystalline silica and lung cancer, IARC has 
determined that there was sufficient 
evidence to conclude that quartz and 
cristobalite were carcinogenic in humans. 
However, the results of these studies are 
inconsistent and, when positive, only weakly 
positive. Other, methodologically strong, 
negative studies have not been considered.  
Several studies viewed as providing 
evidence supporting the carcinogenicity of 
silica have significant methodological 
weaknesses. Silica is not directly genotoxic 
and is a pulmonary carcinogen only in  the 
rat, a species inappropriate for assessing 
carcinogenesis in humans.  Data on humans 
show lack of association between lung 
cancer and exposure to crystalline silica.  
Studies in which silicotic patients were not 
identified from compensation registries, and 
in which enumeration was complete, did not                                                                                                                           
support a casual association between 
silicosis and lung cancer, which further 
argues against the carcinogenicity of 
crystalline silica. 
 

 
 
Note:  
 
For details write to CIS National 
Centre for India, Central 
Labour Institute, Sion, Mumbai 
400 022. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
The Library & Information Centre of Central 
Labour Institute has unique collection of 
Material Safety Data Sheet of about 
1,20,000 chemicals/materials taken from 
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health & 
Safety. MSDS provides extensive coverage 
over safety perspective with detailed 
evaluation of health, fire  and reactivity 
hazards. It also provides precaution as well 
as recommendation on handling, storage, 
personal protective equipment, accidental 
release, etc. 
 
PRODUCT NAME(S)         : CALCIUM 
HYDROXIDE 
 
PHYSICAL DATA 
 
Physical State: Solid 
Odour and Appearance: Soft, white or 
grayish-white solid; odourless 
Odour Threshold (ppm): Not applicable  
Vapour Pressure (mm Hg): Zero 
Vapour Density (Air = 1) :Not applicable  
Evaporation Rate: Not volatile  
Boiling Point (degrees C) :Decomposes at 
580C before boiling 
Melting Point (degrees C): 580C (loses 
water and forms CaO) 
pH:11.3 (0.01%, 25C) 
Specific Gravity:2.24 at 20C 
Coefficient of Water/Oil distribution: Not 
available 
 
REACTIVITY DATA 
 
Chemical Stability: Readily absorbs CO2 
from air forming CaCO3 
Incompatibility with other substances: May 
react violently with strong acids.  May react 
explosively with maleic anhydride.  May 
react with nitro organic compounds to form 
explosive salts. Reacts with phosphorus to 
form phosphines which may ignite 
spontaneously in air. 
Reactivity: Normally stable except for 
absorption of CO2 from air to form CaCO3 
Hazardous Decomposition Products: CaO, 
CaCO3. 
 
FIRE AND EXPLOSION DATA 
Flammability: Non combustible. Calcium 
hydroxide will not burn or support 
combustion. 
 
Extinguishing Media: Use an extinguisher 
appropriate to the surrounding material that 
is burning. Do not use CO2.  Use water 
spray to cool containers and disperse  

 
vapours.  Firefighters must wear protective 
equipment and clothing sufficient to prevent 
inhalation of fumes and contact with skin 
and eyes. 
Flash Point (Method Used):Does not burn 
Auto ignition Temperature: Not applicable  
Upper Flammable Limit (% by volume): Not 
applicable 
Lower Flammable Limit (% by volume): 
Not applicable  
Hazardous Combustion Products: CaO, 
CaCO3 
Sensitivity to Impact: None 
Sensitivity to Static discharge :None 
 
 
TOXICOLOGICAL PROPERTIES AND 
HEALTH DATA 
 
Toxicological Data: LD50:(rat, oral) 7,340 
mg/kg 
LC50: Not available  
Effects of Acute Exposure to Product 
Inhaled: Inhalation of dusts or mists is 
irritating to the nose, throat and upper 
respiratory tract.  Severe exposure may 
cause spasm, inflammation and edema of the 
larynx and bronchi, chemical pneumonitis 
and pulmonary edema. 
In contact with skin: Corrosive.  May cause 
burning sensation, inflammation.  Can cause 
severe burns. 
In contact with eyes: Reacts with moisture 
and protein in the eye to form clumps of 
moist compound which are difficult to 
remove.  Irritation can continue for some 
time and the cornea can become severely 
burned.  Can cause permanent injury and 
blindness. 
Ingested: Low oral toxicity.  However, it is 
corrosive, and can cause burning and mild 
corrosion of the mouth, throat and 
esophagus, vomiting and diarrhea, and 
stomach cramps. 
Effects of Chronic Exposure to Product: 
There are no documented effects due to 
long-term exposure to calcium hydroxide 
but extensive skin contact may cause 
dermatitis. 
 
Carcinogenicity: No human or animal 
information available  
Teratogenicity: No human or animal 
information available  
Reproductive Effects: No human or animal 
information available  
Mutagenicity: No information available  
Synergistic Products: None known 
 



PREVENTIVE MEASURES 
 
Engineering Controls: Local exhaust 
recquired. 
Respiratory Protection: Dust mask.  
NIOSH/MSHA approved supplied-air 
respirator or self-contained breathing 
apparatus for high or unknown 
concentrations, as in fire or spill conditions. 
Eye Protection: Chemical safety 
goggles, face shield. 
Skin Protection: Natural rubber, neoprene, 
or nitrile rubber gloves and other, clean, 
resistant, body-covering clothing. 
Other Personal Protective Equipment: Safety 
shower and eye-wash fountain in work area. 
Leak and Spill Procedure: Restrict access to 
area of spill.  Ventilate area of spill.  Clean-
up personnel must wear protective 
equipment and clothing sufficient to prevent 
inhalation of dust and contact with skin, eyes 
or clothing. Contain spill with inert 
absorbent.  Prevent from entering sewers or 
waterways.  Sweep up in a method that does 
not generate dust, and place in suitable 
containers for reclamation or disposal.  
Flush area of spill with copious amounts of 
running water. 
Waste Disposal: Dispose of in compliance 
with local, provincial and federal 
regulations. 
Handling Procedures and Equipment: 
Corrosive solid.  Workers using this material 
must be thoroughly trained in its hazards and 
its safe use.  Avoid generating dust.  Avoid 
skin or eye contact.  Use the smallest 
amount possible for the purpose, in 
designated areas with adequate ventilation.  
Keep containers tightly closed when not in 
use and when empty.  Empty containers may 
contain hazardous residues; treat with 
caution. 
 
Storage Requirements: Store   in water-tight,  
labelled  containers in a cool, dry well-
ventilated place, out of direct sunlight and 
away from incompatible materials. Storage 
area shelving, floors, lighting and ventilation 
systems should be made of materials 
resistant to corrosion from calcium 
hydroxide. Keep containers tightly closed.  
Protect from damage.  Inspect frequently for 
signs of leaking or corrosion. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

FIRST AID MEASURES 
 
Specific Measures:  
Eyes: IMMEDIATELY flush eyes 
thoroughly with gently running water for 
at least thirty (30) minutes, holding 
eyelids open while flushing.  Take care 
not to flush contaminated water into 
unaffected eye.  Wear protective gloves 
to avoid exposure during first aid 
procedures.  Get medical attention 
IMMEDIATELY. 
Skin: Remove contaminated clothing, 
including rings, watches, belts, and shoes.  
Blot or brush away excess chemical.  Flush 
skin with plenty of running water for at least 
thirty (30) minutes.  Get medical attention 
IMMEDIATELY.  Discard contaminated 
clothing and leather goods. 
Inhalation: Remove to fresh air.  Give 
oxygen and get medical attention 
immediately. 
Ingestion: If victim is alert and not 
convulsing, rinse mouth thoroughly with 
water, and give 2 to 4 glasses of water to 
drink to dilute.  Do not induce vomiting.  If 
spontaneous vomiting occurs, rinse mouth 
and repeat administration of water to drink.  
Get medical attention immediately. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: 
 
The above details constitute part 
information of MSDS taken from 
Canadian Centre for Occupational Health 
and Safety. For complete MSDS write to 
MIS division, Central Labour Institute, 
Sion, Mumbai.400022.  MSDS on about  
1,20,000 chemicals/materials are available 
with Central Labour Institute. Computer 
printout will be supplied on nominal 
charge basis.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
SAHIB SINGH FOR SHARING 
PROFIT WITH WORKERS WHO 
SAVE MONEY. 
 
The Labour Minister came out with a 
proposal that those workers whose 
innovative ideas lead to saving of crores of 
rupees of the organization should be 
awarded a part of the savings. 
 
Giving away Vishwakarma Rashtriya 
Puraskars to the workers who helped save 
crores of rupees in their factories through 
their innovative ideas, Labour Minister Dr. 
Sahib Singh Verma said the employers must 
share profits with them and encourage their 
participation in the management. 
 
58 workers were honoured with the 18 
Puraskars.  
 
Their suggestions helped save a recurring 
expenditure of Rs.11.37 crore and about 
Rs.5.80 crore non-recurring expenditure. 
The factories also saved a recurring foreign 
exchange expenditure of Rs.23.25 lakh. 
 
 
Source: The Hindustan Times 
 
FATE     OF      LABOUR     REFORMS    
HINGES  ON  BMS  STAND 
 
The Vajpayee government’s efforts to 
evolve a consensus on labour reforms have 
come unstuck solely due to opposition of the 
RSS affiliated Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh 
(BMS) to the related recommendations of 
the Second National Labour 
Commission(NLC). 
 
The BMS echoing of the stand of the Left on 
reforms, even though the INTUC had 
endorsed the NLC’s report. 
 
According to labour ministry sources, 
although the traditional opposition of the  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Left unions to the NLC’s recommendation 
for amendment to Chapter VB of the 
Industrial Disputes Act would not come in 
the way of its implementation, it is a similar 
position adopted by the rightist BMS that 
has put paid to the government’s efforts to 
bring in the changes.  With the country’s 
second largest trade union, INTUC 
favouring labour reforms, it is of the opinion 
of the largest union, the BMS, that will 
decide the fate of labour reforms planned by 
the Vajpayee regime. 
 
According to the last verification exercise, 
the BMS and INTUC are, in that order, the 
largest two TUs in membership and account 
for over 50% of the total organized 
workforce in the country.  That is why the 
stance of the Left unions is not being seen as 
a roadblock to reforms. 
 
Not the one to give up easily, the Union 
Labour Ministry has been engaged in regular 
parleys with TU representatives.  Union 
Labour Minister Sahib Singh Varma has 
over the last two weeks met several union 
leaders in order to convince them against 
blocking labour reforms. 
 
The consultation exercise is going on despite 
the lack of consensus on the NLC 
recommendations at the just-concluded 
Indian Labour Conference. The meeting saw 
the TUs, barring the INTUC, opposing 
NLCs suggestions on retrenchment, closure, 
contract labour and lay-offs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Source: Economic Times 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

 

TRAINING PROGRAMMES 
JANUARY-MARCH 2003 

CENTRAL LABOUR INSTITUTE ,SION, MUMBAI 
 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Programme title                    Contact person 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Diploma in Industrial Safety-2002-2003                           Director (Safety) & Incharge 

   Indl. Safety Division 
 
Specialised Training Programme on   Director (Safety) & Incharge  
Safety Engineering & Management   Indl.Safety Division 
 
Workshop on Safety Audit    Director (Safety) & Incharge 

   Indl. Safety Division 
 

Safety, Health & Environment    Director (Indl.Hygiene) & Incharge 
Management in Chemical Industry   Indl.Hygiene Division 
 
Hazard & Operability(HAZOP)    Director (Indl.Hygiene) & Incharge    
Studies        Major Accident Hazard Control 

        Advisory Division 
 
Workshop on Team Building for   Director (Staff Trg.) & Incharge 
Health, Safety & Welfare at Work   Staff Training Division 
 
Industrial Ergonomics-Its Application   Director (Physiology) & Incharge 
In Industries for Promotion of Safety,   Indl.Ergonomics Division 
Health & Increased Productivity at Work 
 
Team Building for Health, Safety   Director (Staff Trg.) & Incharge 
& Welfare at Work Place    Staff Training Division 
 
Occupational Physiology – Its     Director (Physiology) & Incharge 
Application in Industry for Promotion   Indl. Physiology Division 
of Safety, Health & Productivity 
  
On-the-job Counselling      Director (Indl.Psychology) & Incharge 

                  Indl.Psychology Division 
 
Basic Course for Inspectors of    Director (Safety) & Incharge 
Factories      Indl.Safety Division 
 
Seminar on Occupational Health    Director (Safety) & Incharge 
& Safety Management Systems    Indl.Safety Division 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Programme title                    Contact person 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
 
Industrial Heat Stress & Heat Disorders   Director (Physiology) & Incharge 
- Its Evaluation & Management for   Indl.Ergonomics Division 
ensuring Safety, Health  and Productivity 
at Work 
 
Management of Occupational Back Pain   Director (Physiology) & Incharge 
for Safety ,Health & Productivity   Indl. Physiology Division 
 
Effective Participative Skills    Director (Indl.Psychology) & Incharge 
for Safety Committee Members    Indl.Psychology Division 
 
Advanced Training Programme on   Director (Medical) & Incharge 
OSH & Environmental Medicine   Indl. Medicine  Division 
 
Managerial Effectiveness for     Director (Productivity) & Incharge                                                        
higher Productivity & Quality    Productivity Division 
 
Training Programme on Safety,     Director (Safety) & Incharge 
Health & Environment at Work Place   Indl.Safety Division 
 
Safety, Health & Environment    Director (Indl.Hygiene) & Incharge 
Management in Pesticide Industry    Indl.Hygiene Division 
 
Occupational Physiology - Its    Director (Physiology) & Incharge 
Application in Industry for  Promotion   Indl. Physiology Division 
of Safety, Health & Productivity 
 
Emergency Planning & Preparedness   Director (Indl.Hygiene) & Incharge    
in Major Accident Hazard Installation    Major Accident Hazard Control 

        Advisory Division 
 

Personal Growth & Group     Director (Staff Trg.) & Incharge 
Dynamics (PGGD)     Staff Training Division 
 
Occupational Health Hazard of     Director (Physiology) & Incharge 
VDT users in Office and Work    Indl.Ergonomics Division 
Place – Its Remedial Measures 
through Ergonomics approach 
 
Noise & Heat Hazards and their    Director (Indl.Hygiene) & Incharge 
Controls in Industry     Environmental Engineering Div. 
 
Wage & Salary Management    Director (Productivity) & Incharge                                                        
       Productivity Division 

 
       
 
 
 
 
 
  
      



 
TRAINING PROGRAMMES 

JANUARY-MARCH 2003 
REGIONAL LABOUR INSTITUTE , KOLKATA 

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Programme title        Contact person 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Training programme on     Director Incharge 
Techniques of Chemical 
Safety Management 
 
Safety, Health & Environment     Director Incharge 
at Work Place 
 
Higher Productivity and     Director Incharge 
Better Place to Work 
 
Chemical Safety for Worker    Director Incharge 
Members of Safety Committee 
 
Advanced training programme    Director Incharge 
on Environmental Hazards & 
their Control in Industries 
 
 
 

TRAINING PROGRAMMES 
JANUARY-MARCH 2003 

REGIONAL LABOUR INSTITUTE , CHENNAI 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Programme title        Contact person 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Diploma Course in     Director Incharge 
Industrial Safety 
  
Refresher course   on     Director Incharge 
Occupational Health 
 
Training programme on     Director Incharge 
Management of 
Hazardous Substances 
 
Seminar on Relevance &    Director Incharge 
Role of Safety Professionals  
In Industries 
 
Training programme on Occupational 
Safety and Health –Sugar Industries   Director Incharge 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 



 
 

TRAINING PROGRAMMES 
JANUARY-MARCH 2003 

REGIONAL LABOUR INSTITUTE, KANPUR 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Programme title        Contact person 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Post Diploma Course in     Director Incharge 
Industrial Safety 
 
Workshop on Preparation of Onsite   Director Incharge 
Emergency Plan 
 
Training programme on Major Accident 
Hazard & Chemical Safety    Director Incharge 
 
Training programme on Monitoring   Director Incharge 
Of Work Environment 
 
Refresher course on Occupational   Director Incharge 
Health 
 
Workshop on Safety Audit    Director Incharge 
 
Workshop on Industrial Noise    Director Incharge 
 
Training programme on Occupational   Director Incharge 
Hygiene and Health in Sugar Industry 

 
 
 

TRAINING PROGRAMMES 
JANUARY TO DECEMBER 2003 (TENTATIVE) 

REGIONAL LABOUR INSTITUTE  
S.C.F-46, SECTOR 19, PART-II MARKET, FARIDABAD  

 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Programme title        Contact person 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
 
Effective Supervision in Managing  
Safety, Health and Environment   Deputy Director (Indl.Psy.) 
 
Team Building for Safety, Health and Welfare Deputy Director (Indl.Psy.) 
 
Personal Growth & Group Dynamics   Deputy Director (Indl.Psy.) 
 
Safety in Engineering Industry   Deputy Director (Indl.Psy.) 
 
Management of Human Factors at Work  Deputy Director (Indl.Psy.) 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
<Æb÷Éä¶xÉä]õ 

 
 
¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú EòÉ ̧ É¨É ̈ ÉÆjÉÉ±ÉªÉ ́ ªÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉÚSÉxÉÉ |ÉhÉÉ±ÉÒ {É®ú <Æb÷Éä¶xÉä]õ xÉÉ¨ÉEò ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ 
xÉä]õ ´ÉEÇò EòÉ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ Eò®ú ®ú½þÉ ½èþ *¸É¨É ¨ÉÆjÉÉ±ÉªÉ EòÉ BEò ºÉÆ¤Érù EòÉªÉÉÇ±ÉªÉ, EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä´ÉÉ B´ÉÆ ¸É¨É 
ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ¨É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ <ºÉ xÉä]õ ´ÉEÇò |ÉhÉÉ±ÉÒ Eäò ºÉ¡ò±É EòÉªÉÉÇx´ÉªÉxÉ ¨Éå ºÉ½þÉªÉiÉÉ näùiÉÉ ½èþ * <ºÉ xÉä]õ ´ÉEÇò EòÉ 
=qäù¶ªÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÖoùgø Eò®úxÉÉ +Éè®ú ±ÉÉ¦É½þÉÊxÉ ®úÊ½þiÉ +ÉvÉÉ®ú 
{É®ú <ºÉEòÉ +ÉnùÉxÉ-|ÉnùÉxÉ Eò®úxÉÉ ½èþ iÉÉÊEò ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú ºÉ¨ÉOÉ ºÉÚSÉxÉÉ »ÉÉäiÉÉå EòÉ {É®úº{É®ú ±ÉÉ¦É Eäò Ê±ÉB ={ÉªÉÉäMÉ ½þÉä ºÉEäò 
* +É{ÉºÉ ¨Éå ºÉÚSÉxÉÉ ªÉÉ VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ EòÒ ªÉ½þ ºÉ½þ¦ÉÉÊMÉiÉÉ Eäò´É±É ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ºiÉ®ú iÉEò ½þÒ ºÉÒÊ¨ÉiÉ xÉ½þÓ ½þÉäMÉÒ ¤ÉÎ±Eò 
<ºÉ¨Éå +ÆiÉ®úÉÇ¹]ÅõÒªÉ »ÉÉäiÉ ¦ÉÒ ¶ÉÉÊ¨É±É ½þÉåMÉä * <ºÉ VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ EòÉ +ÉnùÉxÉ-|ÉnùÉxÉ <Ç-¨Éä±É Eäò ºÉÉlÉ-ºÉÉlÉ b÷ÉEò/EÖòÊ®úªÉ®ú 
ºÉä´ÉÉ uùÉ®úÉ ÊEòªÉÉ VÉÉBMÉÉ * ªÉÊnù +ÉètÉäÊMÉEò ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉÉå, ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉÉå, =tÉäMÉ ºÉÆPÉÉå, ¨ÉWÉnÚù®ú ºÉÆPÉÉå, ´ªÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò 
ÊxÉEòÉªÉÉå +Éè®ú NÉè®úºÉ®úEòÉ®úÒ ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉÉå Eäò {ÉÉºÉ ´ªÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ EòÉä<Ç VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ ½þÉä +Éè®ú ´Éä 
®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ +Éè®ú +ÆiÉ®úÉÇ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ºiÉ®ú {É®ú =Hò VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ ¤ÉÉÄ]õxÉÉ SÉÉ½þiÉä ½þÉå iÉÉä EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä´ÉÉ B´ÉÆ ̧ É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ 
¨É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ EòÒ +Éä®ú ºÉä <ºÉ xÉä]õ ´ÉEÇò Eäò ºÉnùºªÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå ¦ÉÉMÉ ±ÉäxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB =xÉEòÉ º´ÉÉMÉiÉ ½èþ * <SUÖôEò 
<EòÉ<ªÉÉÄ ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉÉi¨ÉEò °Æü{É®äúJÉÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ |ÉÉä¡òÉ¨ÉÉÇ Eäò Ê±ÉB ̈ É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉEò, EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä´ÉÉ B´ÉÆ ̧ É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ 
¨É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ, EåòpùÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ¦É´ÉxÉ, BxÉ.BºÉ.¨ÉÆEòÒEò®ú ¨ÉÉMÉÇ, ºÉÉªÉxÉ, ¨ÉÖ¨¤É<Ç-400 022 ºÉä ºÉÆ{ÉEÇò Eò®åú * 
 
Ê]õ{{ÉhÉÒ : ÊVÉxÉ <EòÉ<ªÉÉå xÉä ½þ¨ÉÉ®äú {É½þ±Éä +ÉOÉ½þ Eäò ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ ¨Éå ºÉÆ{ÉEÇò ÊEòªÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú ÊxÉvÉÉÇÊ®úiÉ |ÉÉä¡òÉ¨ÉÉÇ ¨Éå °ü{É®äúJÉÉ 
¦ÉäVÉ nùÒ ½èþ, ´Éä nÖù¤ÉÉ®úÉ +É´ÉänùxÉ xÉ Eò®åú * 
 
 
 
 
 

xÉä¶ÉxÉ±É ®äú¡ò®ú±É b÷ÉªÉMxÉÉäÎº]õEò ºÉå]õ®ú 
 
 
 
¦ÉÉèÊiÉEò,®úÉºÉÉªÉÊxÉEò,VÉèÊ´ÉEò iÉlÉÉ ¨ÉxÉÉå-ºÉÉ¨ÉÉÊVÉEò VÉèºÉä Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ EòÉ®úhÉÉå ºÉä EòÉ¨ÉMÉÉ®úÉå {É®ú ½þÉäxÉä ´ÉÉ±Éä Ê´É{É®úÒiÉ 
º´ÉÉºlªÉ |É¦ÉÉ´ÉÉå EòÒ ®úÉäEòlÉÉ¨É +Éè®ú ÊxÉªÉÆjÉhÉ Eò®úxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB ́ ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò º´ÉÉºlªÉ Ê´ÉEòÉ®ú +Éè®ú ́ ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ® úÉäMÉÉå 
EòÒ ¶ÉÒQÉ {É½þSÉÉxÉ +Éè®ú =ºÉEòÉ ÊxÉnùÉxÉ BEò |É¨ÉÖJÉ {É½þ±ÉÚ ½èþ *´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ®úÉäMÉÉå EòÉ ¶ÉÒQÉ {ÉiÉÉ ±ÉMÉÉxÉä +Éè®ú 
ÊxÉnùÉxÉ Eò®úxÉä Eäò Ê±ÉB EåòpùÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ, ¨ÉÖÆ¤É<Ç Eäò+ÉètÉäÊMÉEò ÊSÉÊEòiºÉÉ |É¦ÉÉMÉ Eäò +vÉÒxÉ "xÉä¶ÉxÉ±É ®äú¡ò®ú±É 
b÷ÉªÉMxÉÉäÎº]õEò ºÉå]õ®ú" EòÉªÉÇ®úiÉ ½èþ VÉÉä ´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉ¨ÉºªÉÉ+Éå /´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ®úÉäMÉÉå EòÒ ®úÉäEòlÉÉ¨É / 
ÊxÉªÉÆjÉhÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB +É´É¶ªÉEò ={ÉÉªÉºÉÖZÉÉiÉÉ ½èþ *|É¦ÉÉÊ´ÉiÉ EòÉ¨ÉMÉÉ®úÉå EòÒ ÊSÉÊEòiºÉÒªÉ VÉÉÄSÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB ªÉ½þ ÊxÉnùÉxÉ Eåòpù 
{ÉÚhÉÇiÉªÉÉ ºÉÎVVÉiÉ ½èþ+Éè®ú ªÉ½þÉÄ · ÉÉºÉ/vÉ¨ÉxÉÒ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ VÉÉÄSÉ,¸É´ªÉiÉÉ ¨ÉÉ{ÉxÉ,<Ç.ºÉÒ.VÉÒ.,Ê]õ]Âõ¨ÉºÉ oùÎ¹]õ VÉÉÄSÉ, VÉèÊ´ÉEò 
ÊxÉMÉ®úÉxÉÒ +ÉÊnù Eäò Ê±ÉB ºÉÖÊ´ÉvÉÉBÄ ={É±É¤vÉ ½éþ*EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ÊSÉÊEòiºÉÉ +ÊvÉEòÉ®úÒ, <Ç.BºÉ.+É<Ç. b÷ÉìC]õ®ú,EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉå Eäò 
ÊSÉÊEòiºÉÉ ÊxÉ®úÒIÉEò ºÉÊ½þiÉ ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ÊSÉÊEòiºÉEò iÉlÉÉ ¨ÉäÊb÷Eò±É EòÉì±ÉäVÉ +Éè®ú +º{ÉiÉÉ±ÉÉå Eäò |É¨ÉÉÊhÉiÉ ¶É±ªÉ 
ÊSÉÊEòiºÉEò +Éè®ú b÷ÉìC]õ®ú ́ ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ®úÉäMÉÉå Eäò ºÉÆnäù½þÉº{Énù  ®úÉäMÉÒ,ÊxÉnùÉxÉ +Éè®ú {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ Eäò Ê±ÉB <ºÉ Eåòpù ̈ Éå ¦ÉäVÉ 
ºÉEòiÉä ½éþ * <ºÉ ¨ÉÉ¨É±Éä ¨Éå +ÊvÉEò VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ Eäò Ê±ÉB É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉEò, EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä´ÉÉ B´ÉÆ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ 
¨É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ, EåòpùÒªÉ ¸É¨ÉºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ¦É´ÉxÉ, BxÉ.BºÉ.¨ÉÆEòÒEò®ú ¨ÉÉMÉÇ, ºÉÉªÉxÉ, ¨ÉÖÆ¤É<Ç-400 022 ºÉä ºÉÆ{ÉEÇò Eò®åú * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

INDOSHNET 
 
 
Ministry of Labour, Government of India, is developing a National Network on Occupational 
Safety and Health information system known as INDOSHNET.  Directorate General Factory 
Advice Service & Labour Institutes (DGFASLI), an attached office of the Ministry of Labour will 
act as a  facilitator of the network system.  The objective of the network is reinforcement and 
sharing of national occupational safety and health (OS &H) information on no-profit no-loss basis 
with a view to pooling our information resources for mutual benefit.  The sharing of information 
will not only confine to the national level but also includes international sources.  The 
communication of information will be through E-mail as well as postal/courier service.  
DGFASLI invites industrial organisations, institutions, industry associations, trade unions, 
professional bodies and non-governmental organisations  having information on OS&H and 
willing to share the same with others at the national and international level to participate as 
members in the network.  Interested agencies may please write for proforma of organisational 
profile to Director General, DGFASLI, Central Labour Institute Bldg., N.S. Mankikar Marg, Sion,  
Mumbai 400 022. 
 
Note:  Those who have responded to our earlier communication and sent organisation 
profile in the prescribed format   need not write again. 
 
 
 
 
 
 

NATIONAL REFERRAL DIAGNOSTIC CENTRE 

 
 
Early detection and diagnosis of occupational health disorders and occupational diseases is one of 
the most important factors in the prevention and control of adverse health effects on workers due 
to various factors - physical, chemical, biological and psycho-social.  The Industrial Medicine 
Division of Central Labour Institute, Mumbai runs a National Referral Diagnostic Centre 
(N.R.D.C.) for early detection and diagnosis of occupational diseases and recommends necessary 
measures for prevention/control of occupational health problems/occupational diseases.  The 
diagnostic centre is well equipped for medical examination of the exposed workers and facilities 
are available for carrying out special investigation, e.g. Pulmonary function tests, Audiometry, 
ECG, Titmus vision test, Biological monitoring, etc.  Medical professionals including Factory 
Medical Officers, ESI Doctors, Medical Inspectors of Factories and Certifying Surgeons, Doctors 
from Medical Colleges and Hospitals can refer suspected cases of occupational diseases to 
N.R.D.C. for diagnosis and advice.  The communication should be addressed to the Director 
General, DGFASLI, Central Labour Institute Bldg., N.S. Mankikar Marg, Sion, Mumbai 400 022 
for further details. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 
 
"<xb÷Éä¶xªÉÚWÉ" BEò jÉè¨ÉÉÊºÉEò ºÉ¨ÉÉSÉÉ®ú {ÉjÉ ½èþ VÉÉä ´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ Eäò IÉäjÉ ¨Éå +xÉÖºÉÆvÉÉxÉ, 
vªÉªÉxÉ +Éè®ú ºÉ´ÉæIÉhÉ Eäò ¨ÉÉvªÉ¨É ºÉä ={É±É¤vÉ VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ iÉlÉÉ iÉiºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ Ê´ÉSÉÉ®ú Ê´ÉÊxÉ¨ÉªÉ ¨Éå +iªÉÆiÉ ºÉ½þÉªÉEò ½èþ * 
EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä´ÉÉ B´ÉÆ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ =xÉ ´ªÉÊHòªÉÉå,=tÉäMÉÉå,+ÉètÉäÊMÉEò ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉÉå,¨ÉWÉnÚù®ú ºÉÆPÉÉå +Éè®ú 
´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ÊxÉEòÉªÉÉå ºÉä ±ÉäJÉ +É¨ÉÆÊjÉiÉ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ ÊVÉxÉEäò {ÉÉºÉ ´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ B´ÉÆ º´ÉÉºlªÉ  ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ 
VÉÉxÉEòÉ®úÒ ½èþ iÉlÉÉ VÉÉä =ºÉä º´ÉäSUôÉ ºÉä nÚùºÉ®úÉå ¨Éå ¤ÉÉÄ]õxÉÉ SÉÉ½þiÉä ½éþ * 
 
 
1.  |ÉEòÉ¶ÉxÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB {ÉÉÆbÖ÷Ê±ÉÊ{É  EòÒ  nùÉä |ÉÊiÉªÉÉÆ  "b÷¤É±É º{ÉäºÉ" ¨Éå B-4   +ÉEòÉ®ú Eäò EòÉNÉWÉ   {É®ú BEò +Éä®ú 
    ]õÉ<{É    ÊEòB MÉB ±ÉäJÉ VÉÉä 3 ªÉÉ 4 {ÉÞ¹`ö  ºÉä +ÊvÉEò xÉ ½þÉå, ¨ÉÖJªÉ   ºÉÆ{ÉÉnùEò Eäò   {ÉÉºÉ  ¦ÉäVÉÒ  VÉÉxÉÒ 
    SÉÉÊ½þB * EòÉä<Ç  ¢òÉä]õÉä UôÉ{ÉÉ xÉ½þÓ VÉÉBMÉÉ * 
 
 
2.  |ÉEòÉ¶ÉxÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB º´ÉÒEÞòiÉ   {ÉÉÆbÖ÷Ê±ÉÊ{ÉªÉÉå ¨Éå    |ÉEòÉ¶ÉxÉ EòÒ oùÎ¹]õ   ºÉä +É´É¶ªÉEò   ºÉÆ{ÉÉnùEòÒªÉ {ÉÊ®ú´ÉiÉÇxÉ   
   ò®úxÉä EòÉ +ÊvÉEòÉ®ú |ÉEòÉ¶ÉEò EòÉ ½èþ * |ÉEòÉ¶ÉEò Ê¤ÉxÉÉ EòÉä<Ç EòÉ®úhÉ ¤ÉiÉÉB ±ÉäJÉ EòÉ  |ÉEòÉ¶ÉxÉ   xÉ½þÓ ¦ÉÒ Eò®ú     
    ºÉEòiÉÉ ½èþ * 
 
 
3.  ±ÉäJÉEò +{ÉxÉä ±ÉäJÉ ¨Éå ÊnùB MÉB +ÉÄEòcä÷ iÉlÉÉ ºÉÆnù¦ÉÇ º´ÉªÉÆ ºÉÖÊxÉÎ¶SÉiÉ Eò®úxÉä ¨Éå ºÉÉ´ÉvÉÉxÉÒ ¤É®úiÉå * 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
INDOSHNEWS is a quarterly newsletter  that facilitates exchange of ideas and data developed 
through research, study and surveys in the areas of occupational safety and health.  DGFASLI 
invites articles from individuals, industry, industrial  associations, trade unions, professional bodies 
etc. having information on OS & H and willing to share the same with others  at the national and 
international level. 
 
 
 
1. Manuscripts for publication should be typed in double space within 3 to 4 A4 size sheets only 

on one side of the paper and sent in duplicate to the Editor-in-Chief. No photographs can be 
published. 

 
 
2. Once the manuscripts are accepted for publication, publisher reserves the right to make 

editorial changes as may be necessary to make the article suitable for publication; and 
publisher reserves the right not to proceed with publication for whatever reason.  

 
 
3. Authors should take care to ensure the accuracy of data and reference. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 
 

¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú, ¸É¨É ¨ÉÆjÉÉ±ÉªÉ 
EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä́ ÉÉ B´ÉÆ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ¨É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ 

 
 
EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä´ÉÉ B´ÉÆ ̧ É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ̈ É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ [b÷ÒVÉÒ¡òÉºÉ±ÉÒ] ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú Eäò ¸É¨É ¨ÉÆjÉÉ±ÉªÉ  EòÉ  
BEò  ºÉÆ¤Érù  EòÉªÉÉÇ±ÉªÉ ½èþ * EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉå +Éè®ú MÉÉänùÒ ¨Éå ´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ xÉÒÊiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä Eäò 
Ê±ÉB iÉlÉÉ EòÉªÉÇ ºlÉ±ÉÉå {É®ú EòÉ¨ÉMÉÉ®úÉå EòÒ ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ,º´ÉÉºlªÉ,nùIÉiÉÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ ¨ÉÉ¨É±ÉÉå {É®ú ®úÉVªÉ ºÉ®úEòÉ®úÉå +Éè®ú 
EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉå EòÉä {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ näùxÉä EòÒ oùÎ¹]õ ºÉä 1945 ¨Éå ¦ÉÉ®úiÉ ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú Eäò ¸É¨É ¨ÉÆjÉÉ±ÉªÉ Eäò +vÉÒxÉ b÷ÒVÉÒ¡òÉºÉ±ÉÒ EòÒ 
ºlÉÉ{ÉxÉÉ EòÒ MÉ<Ç lÉÒ*ªÉ½þ ¨É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ näù¶É Eäò |É¨ÉÖJÉ {ÉkÉxÉÉå ¨Éå ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ B´ÉÆ º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉÆ¤ÉÆvÉÒ ÊxÉªÉ¨É ¦ÉÒ ±ÉÉMÉÚ 
Eò®úÉiÉÉ ½èþ * 
 
EòÉ®úKÉÉxÉÉ ºÉ±ÉÉ½þ ºÉä´ÉÉ +Éè®ú ¸É¨É ¨ÉÆjÉÉ±ÉªÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ¨É½þÉÊxÉnäù¶ÉÉ±ÉªÉ [b÷ÒVÉÒ¡òÉºÉ±ÉÒ] Eäò ÊxÉ¨xÉÊ±ÉÊJÉiÉ +ÆMÉ ½éþ: 
 

• ¨ÉÖ¨¤É<Ç ÎºlÉiÉ ¨ÉÖJªÉÉ±ÉªÉ; 

• ¨ÉÖ¨¤É<Ç ÎºlÉiÉ EåòpùÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ +Éè®ú 
• EòÉä±ÉEòÉiÉÉ,SÉäzÉ<Ç,¡ò®úÒnùÉ¤ÉÉnù +Éè®ú EòÉxÉ{ÉÖ®ú ÎºlÉiÉ IÉäjÉÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ * 

 
¨ÉÖ¨¤É<Ç ÎºlÉiÉ EåòpùÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉÉÌlÉEò |ÉªÉÉäMÉ¶ÉÉ±ÉÉ Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå EòÉªÉÇ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ +Éè®ú ªÉ½þ  ¨ÉÉxÉ´ÉÒªÉ 
{É½þ±ÉÖ+Éå ºÉä ºÉÆ¤ÉÆÊvÉiÉ +ÉètÉäÊMÉEò Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ Eäò ºÉ¦ÉÒ {ÉIÉÉå Eäò ´ÉèYÉÉÊxÉEò +vªÉªÉxÉ EòÉ BEò ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ½èþ * 
 
Ê{ÉUô±Éä 33 ´É¹ÉÉç ¨Éå EåòpùÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ EòÉ Eäò´É±É +ÉEòÉ®ú EòÒ oùÎ¹]õ ºÉä ½þÒ  xÉ½þÓ  ¤ÉÎ±Eò ¨É½þkÉÉ EòÒ oùÎ¹]õ ºÉä 
¦ÉÒ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ ½Öþ+É ½ èþ +Éä®ú <ºÉxÉä ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ iÉlÉÉ +ÆiÉ®úÉÇ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ºiÉ®ú {É®ú ̈ ÉÉxªÉiÉÉ |ÉÉ{iÉ EòÒ ½èþ * BÊ¶ÉªÉÉ +Éè®ú {ÉèÊºÉÊ¡òEò 
IÉäjÉ ¨Éå ´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ {É®ú ºÉ´ÉÉæiEÞò¹]õ |ÉÊ¶ÉIÉhÉ Eåòpù Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå +ÆiÉ®úÉÇ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉ xÉä 
¨ÉÉxªÉiÉÉ |ÉnùÉxÉ EòÒ ½èþ * ªÉ½þ ºÉÒ+É<ÇBºÉ [+ÆiÉ®úÉÇ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ́ ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉÚSÉxÉÉ Eåòpù ]Eäò ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ 
Eåòpù  iÉlÉÉ ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ B´ÉÆ º´ÉÉºlªÉ VÉÉäÊJÉ¨É ºÉiÉEÇòiÉÉ |ÉhÉÉ±ÉÒ Eäò Eåòpù Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå EòÉªÉÇ Eò®úiÉÉ ½èþ * ®úÉ¹]ÅõÒªÉ 
ºiÉ®ú {É®ú ºÉ®úEòÉ®ú EòÉä +xÉÖºÉÆvÉÉxÉ +Éè®ú |ÉÊ¶ÉIÉhÉ ºÉÖÊ´ÉvÉÉ ={É±É¤vÉ Eò®úÉxÉä +Éè®ú ̧ É¨É ̈ ÉÆjÉÉ±ÉªÉ Eäò iÉEòxÉÒEòÒ ºÉ½þÉªÉEò 
Eäò °ü{É ¨Éå EòÉªÉÇ Eò®úxÉä Eäò +±ÉÉ´ÉÉ ªÉ½þ ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ +vªÉªÉxÉ, iÉEòxÉÒEòÒ {É®úÉ¨É¶ÉÇ, |ÉÊ¶ÉIÉhÉ +Éè®ú ºÉÚSÉxÉÉ |ÉºÉÉ®ú Eäò 
¨ÉÉvªÉ¨É ºÉä +ÉètÉäÊMÉEò {ÉkÉxÉ ºÉäC]õ®ú EòÉä MÉ½þxÉ +Éè®ú ¤É½Öþ-+ÉªÉÉ¨ÉÒ ºÉä´ÉÉ ={É±É¤vÉ Eò®úÉiÉÉ ½èþ * <ºÉEäò +vÉÒxÉ, 
´ªÉÉ´ÉºÉÉÊªÉEò Ê´ÉEòÉ®úÉå EòÒ ¶ÉÒQÉ {É½þSÉÉxÉ  +Éè®ú =ºÉEäò ÊxÉªÉÆjÉhÉ +Éè®ú ®úÉäEòlÉÉ¨É Eäò Ê±ÉB ®äú¡ò®ú±É b÷ÉªÉMxÉÉäÎº]õEò 
ºÉå]õ®ú EòÉªÉÇ®úiÉ ½èþ *ºÉÖ®úIÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ ºÉä ºÉÆ¤ÉÆÊvÉiÉ ºiÉ®úÒªÉ ªÉÚ-¨ÉèÊ]õEò ´ÉÒÊb÷ªÉÉä Ê¢ò±¨ÉÉå Eäò ÊxÉ¨ÉÉÇhÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB 
{ÉÊ®ú¹EÞòiÉ ={ÉEò®úhÉÉå ºÉä ºÉÎVVÉiÉ BEò +ÉvÉÖÊxÉEò +ÉìÊb÷ªÉÉä Ê´ÉWÉÖ+±É º]ÚõÊb÷ªÉÉä ={É±É¤vÉ ½èþ * EåòpùÒªÉ ̧ É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ Eäò 
±ÉPÉÖ °ü{É ¨Éå IÉäjÉÒªÉ ¸É¨É ºÉÆºlÉÉxÉ ½éþ VÉÉä +{ÉxÉä ºÉÆ¤Érù IÉäjÉÉå EòÒ +É´É¶ªÉEòiÉÉ {ÉÚ®úÒ Eò®úiÉä ½éþ * 
 
ÊxÉ®ÆúiÉ®ú ¤ÉgøiÉÒ ¨ÉÉÄMÉ EòÉä näùJÉiÉä ½ÖþB, <ºÉ ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉ EòÉ +ÉMÉä Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ ½þÉä ®ú½þÉ ½èþ * ÊEòºÉÒ Ê´ÉEòÉºÉ¶ÉÒ±É näù¶É ¨Éå 
Ê´ÉÊ¦ÉzÉ +Éè®ú VÉÊ]õ±É |ÉEÞòÊiÉ Eäò =tÉäMÉÉå EòÒ ¤Éc÷Ò ºÉÆJªÉÉ EòÉä näùJÉiÉä ½ÖþB, EòÉ¨ÉMÉÉ®úÉå EòÒ ºÉÖ®úJÉÉ +Éè®ú º´ÉÉºlªÉ BEò 
SÉÖxÉÉèiÉÒ{ÉÚhÉÇ EòÉªÉÇ ½èþ * iÉEòxÉÒEò, +ÉètÉäÊMÉEò ºÉ¨ÉÉVÉ EòÒ ºÉÉJÉ +Éè®ú ºÉ¨ÉÌ{ÉiÉ Eò¨ÉÇSÉÊ®úªÉÉå ºÉä ºÉÎVVÉiÉ ªÉ½þ ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉ 
¦ÉÊ´É¹ªÉ EòÒ SÉÖxÉÉèÊiÉªÉÉå EòÉ ºÉÉ¨ÉxÉÉ Eò®úxÉä ¨Éå ºÉIÉ¨É ½èþ * EòÉªÉÇ ºlÉ±É ºÉÖ®úÊIÉiÉ ¤ÉxÉÉxÉä Eäò +{ÉxÉä ±ÉIªÉ Eäò Ê±ÉB ªÉ½þ 
ºÉÆMÉ`öxÉ |ÉÊiÉ¤Érù ½èþ *    
 
 
Visit us at: www.dgfasli.nic.in 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, MINISTRY OF LABOUR 
DIRECTORATE GENERAL FACTORY ADVICE SERVICE & LABOUR 

INSTITUTES 
 
 
The Directorate General Factory Advice Service & Labour Institutes (DGFASLI) is an attached  
office of the Ministry of Labour, Government of India.  DGFASLI organisation was set up in 
1945 under the Ministry of Labour, Government of India to serve as a technical arm to assist the 
Ministry in formulating national policies on occupational safety and health in factories and docks 
and to advise State Governments and factories on matters concerning safety, health, efficiency 
and well-being of the persons at workplace.  It also enforces safety and health statutes in major 
ports of the country. 
 
The Directorate General Factory Advice Service & Labour Institutes (DGFASLI) comprises: 
 
*  Headquarters situated in Mumbai 
*  Central Labour Institute in Mumbai 
*  Regional Labour Institutes in  Kolkata, Chennai, Faridabad and Kanpur 
 
The Central Labour Institute in Mumbai functions as a socio-economic laboratory and is a 
national institute dealing with the scientific study of all aspects of industrial development relating 
to the human factors. 
 
Over the past 33 years the Central Labour Institute has constantly grown not only in size but also 
in stature and has earned national and international recognition.  It has been recognised by the 
International Labour Organisation as a Centre of Excellence in training on Occupational Safety 
and Health in the Asian and Pacific Region.  It also functions as a National Centre for CIS 
(International Occupational Safety and Health Information Centre) and the Centre for National 
Safety and Health Hazard Alert System.  At the national level, apart from providing research and 
training support to the Government and functioning as a technical arm of the Ministry of Labour, 
the institute provides comprehensive and multi-disciplinary services to the Industrial Port sector 
through studies, technical advice, training and dissemination of information.  It also runs National 
Referral Diagnostic Centre for early detection of occupational disorders and thereby controls and 
prevents them.  It has a modern Audio Visual Studio fully equipped with sophisticated video 
production equipment to produce quality U-matic video films on Safety and Health.  The 
Regional Labour Institutes are a scaled-down version of the Central Labour Institute and cater to 
the needs of their respective regions. 
 
The organisation is poised to grow further, and meet the increased demands on it.  In a developing 
country with a large number of industries having diverse and complex nature, the task of 
protecting safety and health of workers is an uphill task.  Armed with the technology, good-will of 
the industrial society and the strength of the dedicated staff, the organisation is well prepared to 
meet the challenges of tomorrow.  It is committed to the goal of making the workplace safer.   
 
 
 
Visit us at : www.dgfasli.nic.in 
 
 
 


